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PRESS ADVISORY
Faith leaders pray for the end of band-aid solutions to homelessness

at the opening of Johnson County’s cold weather shelter,
raising a call for their county commissioners to take action.

WHAT : “Winter Witness: A prayer rally to end homelessness”

WHEN : Thursday, Dec 1st, 2022 from 10:00-10:30 AM

WHERE : Outside - Project 1020 Shelter (9400 Pflumm Rd, Lenexa)

WHO : Ending Homelessness Campaign (Good Faith Network), Project 1020
Speakers will include:

● Pastor Tim Suttle, Redemption Church + Good Faith Network chair
● Jeff Smith, 1020 Case Manager and Good Faith Network leader
● Barb McEver, 1020 co-founder
● Diane Conner, Good Faith Network leader

BACKGROUND:

The Good Faith Network has been calling on the county commission to make systemic plans,
but leaders continue to drag their feet. Now, with a brutal winter upon us, we gather on Project
1020’s opening day for a communal lament that we leave it to volunteer-led shelters to keep the
most vulnerable alive and out of the deadly cold.

According to the latest annual count, there are 212 people homeless on any given night
in Johnson County. 212 degrees is the boiling point of water - and this county has
reached a boiling point, too. There is simply no reason for this injustice to persist in the
most affluent county in the state.

After offering a moving prayer, Pastor Tim Suttle will invite each county commissioner to meet
with members of the Good Faith Network and resume discussions regarding how to end
homelessness by implementing evidence-based strategies like Housing First with fidelity.

The Good Faith Network builds a collective voice for justice that is so large it can’t be ignored. We
organize and use that voice to advocate for changes that address the root cause of our community’s most
pressing problems. More information can be found at: www.thegoodfaithnetwork.org
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